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CARRÉ BLANC WELCOMES A  NEW CEO 

 

Paris, May 2016 – Dominique Durand, 45 years old, has joined early 2016 as CEO, the specialist retailer of 

household linen Carré Blanc. He is the successor of Claude Jeantet who became Chairman of the company’s 

Supervisory Board. 

Graduated from ESC Saint-Etienne, Dominique Durand started its professional career at Boulanger 

(household appliances retailer), before joining the sporting goods manufacturer Adidas. Later, he will take 

the marketing and become General Manager of Zannier group and finally, General Manager of the fashion 

brand Captain Tortue. 

These experiences in managing major network groups, and its knowledge of the retailing sector, especially 

textile, made Dominique Durand a natural candidate to become the CEO of Carré Blanc in January 2016 and 

to accomplish an ambitious development strategy for the brand. 

His firsts projects will notably include: the development of a “retail” focused approach throughout the 

company in order to drive store sales up for both franchisees and own-stores, and the acceleration of the 

impact of digital on sales thanks to an active multi-channel strategy (e-commerce, web-to-strore, store-to-

web) serving both the customers and the network. 

 

ABOUT NiXEN 

An independent management company, NiXEN accompanies French SME and mid-market companies in their 
strategic and equity growth as part of majority buyout operations. NiXEN invests more than €10 M per transaction in 
companies with revenues over €40 M and intervening in its three sectors of expertise: health, services and specialized 
retail. As a responsible and committed investor, NiXEN establish strong and authentic partnerships with these 
companies, bringing them an experienced team with a development focus, notably on build-ups and in the 
international arena, pursuing a shared goal to create value. 

Main portfolio companies: Buffalo Grill, Babeau-Seguin, Carré Blanc, La Grande Récré, Vulcain, weave. 

Main former portfolio companies: Labco, Vedici, Asteelflash, Ceva, Newrest, CTM Style. 

To learn more: www.nixen.com 

 

ABOUT CARRÉ BLANC 

Founded in 1984, Carré Blanc generates €75 M of own-brand revenue, making it the French leader in the specialised 
distribution of household linen. With a network of 240 points of sale in Europe, including 185 in France, and a 
workforce of 180, the Carré Blanc Group is intent on speeding up its ambitious development project in a highly 
fragmented market. 

To learn more: www.carreblanc.com 


